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So you dO.oot"miss even the smallest detail!
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,gxcept
for the gpug:il system both models, MC100 and MOX100
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..boast the same ~xcellehttechnical features. MC100 has a standard opticalsystem which is provided
withAnti-Fungustreatment.
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The cross segtign:ofthe microscope stand resembles the
"Iette, '
ensures g reatstability and therefore permits
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agitation fteephotography. Both models are upgradeable
,forPhasegontrast and Darkfield applications, as well as
for Video-& Microphotography.
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Mb!dlhe DetiIIS!

l'fneS~QUi'*:ct)aroeSystem
aUowsa swiftreplacementofthe light,

bulb Qy,simplypullingoffthe qousing.
'
After putting itback itwiUbe locked in
place by a built-inmagnet.
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Convenient hand grips
atthe back of the frame make
transportation ofthe
microscope easy.
A little orderliness must 'be maintained!
For every model a fitting,black/silvercolored aluminium
transport case is available. Separate compartments to
store small parts. Withlockand key.
Dimensions: 50 x 33 x 34 cm

Cordless MC100BAT"Snowdrop"
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A reliable travel companion!
A microscope that accompanies you everywhere. Whether in remote
places withoutpowersupplyor whenyou haveto beonthe road,
with MC1 OOBAT you are independent of electric current and can
give free rein to your desire to explore.
The illumination is provided by a bright white,
long-life LED lamp and a rechargeable
~,
high performance Lithium battery. Estimated battery
sacket

t!
AC-Pawer

durability is over 50 hours at continuous operation.

Recharge time is 5 - 6 hours.
The microscope can be used while the battery
is being recharged. LED lamp durability
is over 10.000 hours.
LED illumination corresponds with a 20W tungsten

bulb.Batteryis intendedfor 400 chargesfor
about 20.000 hours total.

Weight:6.2kg
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MCX1 00 "Daffodil" Advanced Biological Microscope
For people who need a clear vista!
Opti<;alSystem
Identical in construction with MC100, the basic equipment of this
model already complies with the wish of an improved optic. The
new ICO InfinitiveObjective Series is chromatically corrected for
the focus level and therefore ensures the highest image quality.
i This optical system is also provided with Anti-Fungus treatment.
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Illumination
Bright and clear light is essential!Therefore MCX100 is equipped with a 6V/20W halogen illumination system which makes for a clear, dazzle-free and evenly spread illuminationof the sample. The
usage of high-quality Philips bulbs results in a prolonged service life when compared with customary
bulbs. If the bulb has to be replaced anyway, with the special Quick Exchange System it will be done
in a flash.
Strain free working guaranteed!
Heads with an inclinationof 30° allow for the greatest possible relief of the
neck musculature.
Adjustable InterpupillaryDistance with diopter compensation from 55 mm
to 75 mm can be individuallyadapted. The eyepieces are also suitable for
spectacle wearers.
Quadruple Nosepiece, reverse angle permits to survey the complete
surface of the sample and thus to scan the sample much faster.
Coarse Focus Pre-Adjustment allows for an individual mobility
adjustment of the coarse focus to meet with
your requirements.
Focusing

Lock

Focus Control Level provides for a fluent prefocussing on the sharpness of
the sample, a quick retrieving of the once adjusted
level of sharpness and
furthermore it prevents any
unintended damage of the
sample or the objective's
front lense.
Tension

Pr~("ti('~1

Control
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